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About This Game

"Relax, have a cup of coffee and enjoy eliminating all the boxes"
A minimalist puzzle game with great challenges.

The mechanics and gameplay are very simple, just combine 3 or more boxes to eliminate them. if you eliminate all boxes on
stage you will finish the level. But it will not be as easy as it seems.

99 Levels

7 boxes

3 extra box behaviors

3 special unique boxes

17 Steam Achievements

Minimalist game concept

Relaxing experience
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Beautiful 3D graphics

Simple and intuitive interface

Easy interactions

Great challenges

Quality adjustments

Boxes

There are 7 different color types in which to be eliminated must be combined in 3 or more equal boxes.

Behaviours and Extra boxes

The special boxes have a specific behavior, and each one has a way to be destroyed

Can't Move: Cannot be moved.

Cage: Must be combined with a sequence of the same color to be released.

Special: Can be combined with anything.

Bomb: Activates only if it is in the middle of a combination, and eliminates the surrounding boxes.

Chameleon: Changes the color itself according to time.
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Unknown: Only reveals the hidden box if it is released by a combination.

Thanks for supporting our first indie game on that line.
I hope you like it and thank you for playing!
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Title: BOX align
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kasulo Game Studio
Publisher:
Kasulo Game Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English
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-Start the map "Awakening"
-Place drill
-Gargyole spawns instantly on first drill location
-Get one shottet by gargoyle without any means to defend yourself, as you only have a pistol at this point
-Game Over
-Repeat. Eh... It's essentially the same as the first dungeon warefare...except it's got way more junk and gunk to micro-manage
now. Not impressed.. There's a lot to like about this game: the art, the characters, the puzzles, the overall story, etc. There were
certain moments that had me laughing SO HARD. Most of the puzzles were doable though there were a couple that had very
little instruction. I also got lost when traveling from location to location because the directions aren't always intuitive.

Overall I had a lot of fun with this despite some bugs, which at first I brushed off because I know the dev team is small, and it's
still a new release. However while streaming the game we hit some snags that almost had me rage quit:

- Every single cut scene would freeze the game - I just had to sit patiently for it to stutter its way to the end.
- One of the very last puzzles was bugged so even though I got the answer right almost immediately, it wouldn't register as being
correct. We ended up spending over an hour trying to solve the puzzle, and after reloading the save file: voila! My original
answer worked after all... A huge shame to happen so close to the ending too.
- There was a point when even the settings weren't working; I tried adjusting the volume and even tried to mute the game, but
there was no change.

Also I'm not sure if the team has any immediate plans on making a sequel, but it's clear that the story is not complete. No
spoilers, just was genuinely shocked when the game ended suddenly. I loved so many aspects of this game that I hope we can get
a continuation sooner rather than later, but as a Kickstarter project I'm not sure how soon we can expect it.

Regardless, would recommend this game. For this price it's definitely worth a shot.

P.S. Thanks to kwizten for review.
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/kwizten\/recommended\/802450\/. How do I put this?

I get the feeling Bandai is trying to bury Soul Calibur. With the lack of information on content patches, lackluster armor
customization "bundles" that overcharges content that should be free, trying to tell me that music from better games is why I
need to spend that asking price and a complete content drought outside of any paid content. I cant help but ask why is Bandai
trying to chase away the fans of SC?. Swimsuits...say no more (click purchase button)

I normally don't approve of paid costumes, but I cannot resist that cute NepNep bottom in shorts.. In coffee terms, Big Day, is a
rich full blend, it takes a classic recipe, gives it a little twist using high class ingredients and the result is a magnificent coffee
full of flavours that blend excellently, made by baristas who may not have mastered their craft as of yet but show undeniable
talent, simply delicious.

Full review: https://sipreadrepeat.com/2018/12/09/big-day-review/. This is just bad.. Well, looks like lots stuff happen after my
last edit.
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And I'm changing my comment, again.

But this time - NOT RECOMMEND.

According my score right now I don't think it matters but well,
I'm not here to save my score anyway.

There're good parts:

1. Enemies are cute.
2. Metroid style level design.
3. Fighting System is interesting, smooth and satisfying.
4. If you died, you respawn fast and right where you are.
  (There's no save room like Super Metroid)
5. They fix bugs pretty quick.

Also some acceptable bad parts:

1. Not friendly keyboard support.
2. Annoying enemy design(for some)
3. And no "recovery time" after you're knock down.

I originaly support the devs because I BELIEVE they'll make TAIKER better.
But after the issues they have in PR, in their game content which violate laws.
One of the devs still showed his\/her "HOSIPITALITY" with his\/her "PERSONALITY".

I lost my faith.

In the end, if you're interest in things I mentioned.
You can buy this sweet piece of pie.
I stll think it's worth a bite.
But not worth waiting, for now.

------(4 Dec @ 12:46pm edited)-----

To my understanding, the developers have some issues in PR.
Also not as careful as I thought they'd be in their game content.
But they respond quick if the situation is urgent.

So yeah, take these into you consideration before and after buying TAIKER.

For me, I STILL RECOMMENDED IT.

Because I believed it has potential, worth trying.

The pros and cons were in the original post, if you're interested.

-----(Original post)-----

Played it for a hour, had ran into deadly bug two times.
About to refund but the devs act quick enough.
I played it again and game work nicely.
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I would recommend this sweet piece of pie for the following reasons:

1. Enemies are cute(while main characters aren't as same XD)
2. Metroid style level design.
3. Fighting System is interesting, smooth and satisfying
4. SUPER QUICK RESPAWN, YES.

This game still need some polishing.
Like more friendly keyboard support.
Less annoying enemies design and forgiving combat setups.
Still I believe it got some potential.

Worth a try :D
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When i first bought this, It wouldn't run, It kept crashing, runing Windows 10 now & seeing the game has been updated, It
seems to run now. I haven't beaten it yet, but since its playable past 20 minutes ( 3 hours straight ) I'll temporarly change it to
YES for Recommended If the price is under $5.00 *** not beaten yet ***. A warning: The final boss fight has inconsistent
design. Before, you would have a conversation, and then *you* would engage the boss. For the final boss fight, the conversation
happens, and then the boss instantly attacks you, leaving you unable to escape. I just lost about ~70 floors and ~20[?] levels
worth of progress due to my curiosity, and assumption that I would be able to see what the boss looked like before leaving.
Also, if you spam a magic enhancement during combat, the game can eat your mana multiple times per attack.
Even so, still a fun experience. Can get a bit dull, though, given that combat [or direct preperation for combat] is the only thing
you do in the game.. Sometimes, you find a game that calls you up in the middle of the night. The desire to lay more track is
almost like a slow torch burning. Which way to go, left or right, like a key that could use a little turning.

Can't sleep. Won't weep. I'm in too deep. There's no way out.

Runaway train. Never going back. . .

tl;dr -- if you don't like this game, i'm sorry for your life. I still am not good at building bridges. However, I think I can make
one support a tiny bit more than before.

"10/10 learning experience"-IGN. Not the best game in genre. It is relatively short and not requires anything except auto-click
script. I mean, there are games with similar mechanics and closer to the end you have to beat scores, collect bonuses or
something like that to move on. They became harder. But not here. Here you can click the gems and read the book or watch TV.
I'd vote down, but what did I expected, buying it? A boring clicker. Too short? Ok, won and uninstalled. Expectations are met. It
is not ugly, so voting up.. Metacritic score of 69\/100. AWWW YEAH!!!!. It's alright, but needs a bit more work.
I'd like to see more maps. Maybe the mountain pass track from Initial D?
Would be nice with some proper controller settings. Right now everything is controlled by the left joystick if I'm using a
controller. Would be more fun with the conventional controller setup with gas on the R2/RT button.. I wish I could write a
neutral here. This game wasn't bad, but compared to most choose your own adventures, it's a bit short and could be seen as
disappointing. I give it a thumbs up simply because I still personally enjoyed it.

If you enjoy anthropomorphic characters, that'll probably be the thing that'd bring you to this, as you have a lot of species
options. The plot itself seems intruiging, though it's a bit rushed in execution. The romance system, or lack thereof, is probably
my biggest complaint, even though in many choose your own adventures romancing a character is as easy as not being
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to them, deciding you like them, and they automatically requite your feelings, other
games mask this better, drawing out your time with the character to make it feel more fleshed out and excusable that they just
happen to feel the same way. This game pretty much made it so that as soon as I decided I was interested in the human reporter I
saved from thugs, went to her apartment and flirted with her, I was quickly in her pants and got an acheivement for it, twice in
fact, though that might have been a glitch.

The premise is fairly decent, you have to investigate gang activity, a lunatic cult, and terrorism in a future where humans
experimentation on animals has resulted in a future with sentient, anthropomorphic animals. This becomes an aspect of society
with racial tension between humans and non-humans, as well as having a fleshed out exposition that shows how these
anthropomorchic people, or "moreaus" live their day to day lives.

The one thing I really felt rised above some other choose your own adventure games, despite the bad pacing, was the ending. My
ending, without too much spoilers, made it apparent I could have made some other choices to bring a better outcome to
Moreytown had I made better choices. It made the endgame at least feel like it was important, where a lot of games you can fool
around the whole time and still get the best ending by clicking the obvious correct choices. Here I got a bittersweet ending, that
didn't punish me too much for bad choices, but still made me feel like I could have done better, making me more curious as to
where I made my mistakes.

I'd recommend buying this game on sale if you like choose your own adventures and find the premise of anthropomic animals
and humans living together in a world of high racial tensions, and measuring your moral choices in society fighting a cult
threatening your neighborhood. If money is no object to you, however, or you have a lot of games you want to try out, I would
pass on this game for something with more bang for your buck.. Stop assuming I don't know any Jacks.. It's ok, not that
expensive, and will leave you with a few hours of fun.
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